Video-oculography in the gerbil.
Normative vestibulo-ocular and optokinetic reflexes (VOR and OKR) and pupil diameter were measured in young adult gerbils using infrared video-oculography with 60 Hz sampling during head-fixed binocular recordings. The pupillary light-sink technique was preferred over a single-beam retinal reflection method because its measurements were less affected by pupil size. Eye movements were generally conjugate with occasional independent saccadic movements, and independent drifting movements in the dark. The horizontal optokinetic response to sinusoidal motion of a randomly spaced white dot pattern was maximal at low velocities (5 degrees/s), stronger temporonasally, and dropped off quickly at approximately 20 degrees/s. Constant velocity gain was near unity through 60-80 degrees/s with a sharp drop-off. Monocular viewing revealed almost no nasotemporal optokinetic response. Pupil diameter was found to vary as a saddle function with optokinetic gain from cycle to cycle, but also have a circadian rhythm (smaller at dusk) that related inversely to mean horizontal VOR gain. Gerbils with eyes open sometimes had no optokinetic response during long stimulus periods, which then resumed after a brief vestibular stimulus. The horizontal angular VOR gain was relatively flat across 0.1-1.0 Hz and 30-120 d/s sines (phase near zero), with a mean gain of approximately 0.78 in the dark, and 1.0 with the fixed pattern surround (n=15, for both raw calibrated and normalized data). Most animals also revealed a strong slow phase eye velocity asymmetry (dominant during ipsilateral rotation) in the half-cycle gain of their horizontal angular VOR response in the dark. A constant velocity horizontal optokinetic bias velocity did not change the gain or symmetry of the sinusoidal VOR response, but shifted the VOR response velocity in an additive (linear) fashion. Both cross-coupling (pitch or roll while rotating) and pseudo-OVAR (off-axis counter-rotation) stimuli generated horizontal nystagmus. The findings suggest that the gerbil, like other lateral-eyed rodents, relies on otolith cues to interpret angular motion.